'Bridge' to All Living Papers
2/1
Levels of materiality seen as 'Hydrogens' * or basic
forms of matter which can manifest as active (Carbon) , passive
(Oxygen) , or neutral (Nitrogen) principles.
2/1 a
The active , passive , and neutral principles understood
as three forces which combine in certain sequences or Triads
and express the System Law of Three.
2/1 b
The Law of Three and 'Refining' Triad - the separation
of fine matter from course - illustrated in conversational form.
2/2
The Law of Octaves - simply explained.
2/3
Man's Factory/Refinery in three-storey 'Food Table",
illustrating in Fig.1 the situation with partially completed Food and
Air Production Lines and a somewhat static Impressions
Production Line , and in Fig.2 a further stage resulting from the
influence of a Fourth Production Line associated with meditation.
2/4
The 'Diagram of All Living" or 'Step Diagram' - a basic
explanation.

(Paper 2/1 is from Vol V Biosphere Foreword 1/2 - see also Vol V
Solar System 2/3-6. * the 'Hydrogens' are "of the Third Scale" in the
System Ray of Creation)
(Paper 2/1 a is from Vol V Triads 1)
(Paper 2/1 b is from Vol IV Levels & Laws 5 1/1)
(Paper 2/2 is from Vol IV Levels & Laws 7 2/1 &2)
(The diagrams and text in Papers 2/3 & 2/4 have been constructed
to assist this Explanatory 'Bridge' section.)
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2/ 1

Levels of Materiality as 'Hydrogens'

There is a terminology in the system, based on early discoveriesin chemistry, which use& the fact - and -this in itaelf is remarkable
for euoh early days- - -that all lif'e on earth. is based on f'bur elements,
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and qdrogen.
More recent discoveries- have
o:onfirmed t-hat these four elementa· are in fa.et the only ones whieh
o:f."fer the eonstellation of properties upon which life d·e pends, ·and they
They are also the principle elements
are theref"ore irreplaoea.ble.
which exist in the sun, or in other words, carbon, CDYgen and nitrogen:
are essenti.a.l oataly~s- :for the conversion of b,ydrogen into helium - a
process on whieh the sun's radiation d-e pends-.
Of these four eloments b;rdrogen occupies a central position, bo~h
in the processes which take place in the sun, and 'those which oaaurin the biosphere.
And in combining with oi:her element~ it is
aontinually mov:ing, either :from lower levela of energy vo higher levels,
or from. higher levela to lower.
Thus in photosynthesis- b,ydrogen is
'

'

released :fr-omits bondage with oxygen in t;lle form o-r-wa-ter,
recombines with carbon to f:orm oarboqdrates·, CB:2 _•

~Of

and

The ey'EJ!tem -pu:ts all this in a si.mpler ~ - al.mori t-oo: simplified

f_or the, modern ahemiri t'o accept.
It says that t'he baei.c form
o-r· matter in the universe is hydrogen, and tha't ey-drogen exists on
man;y different- levels,, but that lJ.ydrogen has to ·be activated in order
to manif'eri, in mueh the same wa:y as a. atiek of amber has t.-o be rubbed
When b,ydrogen is activated in one way
to activate it'- electrically.
i -t- acts as carbon, the active- prinai.ple-, when i.1; is activated in another
way it- a.ets as o~gen, the passive prino-iple-, and when ii:- i& activated
in a third m:J3 it acts as., nitrogen, tho neutral prine-iple.
a. w-a;r

2/la

Law of Three Forces & Triads

Some of' us mq not ha.VG heard of' this idea that everything in the
universe depends on the interaction of' thr.ee ~orces.
It is ave17
old idea~ whio-h belongs 'to IZISl'q religioua and es1>t'erio, teaching&.
In
the Ghriatian religion it is upresseci in '"1ec-formof· the Tr.imity.- the
In elm" own qst~m it is- put· in a
Pather-, tlte Son and the Hoq Ghost.
much more pra<nical arul matter of: fact ws;r - the first of the three
foro..es ia- a.Qtive,- the socond is passive, and the thircl isne:uwaL
Unlike other iieaohings, ouit· own 9Tirte11 makea it: olear that these tlme-9
f orees: are not: i.n thems:elves ma:terial.
On. the ®ntre.ry, a:rr, kind, oPlevel of" matter can a.et in the capacity of' one w other of' the three
fora.ea-, a- eapaci1J' whieth is a&nstantq changing·,._ so that the same- kind
of' mat"ter can be active in one combination, and pass-ive or- neutral. in
another.
As one might expect, the ao.tive force in a ClOmbination, or triad,
is· alwa_ys the higheri in level,- the passive force is, lowest and t-b.e
neutral force is intermediate beween the other two.
And in ever;y triad
the three forces- act in a oertain order 011 sequence.

2/lh

Law of Three and' Refining' Triad

What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to ta.~e place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by 'states of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive state,
or a third or neutral state.-

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matter

crome together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation,in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, 'radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water to evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds

and

eventually precipitates

over the earth's surface in the form o·f rain.
And water in this frorm is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants.

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, but the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and follows with

matter in an active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started
Yes, but there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes called a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, out there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.

2/2

Law of Octaves
• .. lines of aause and eff'ec.1; are also subje<n to law•

One might-

suppose "I.hat every line- is different-, lm:t actually they- a;l.1 have somet-hing
T.b.ey follow

in crommon.

a;

<i:ertain pattern, which is- known as the law

In the syErlem -the dia;tonic major scale, do r.e mi :fa soi.
la si do, was, us:eo. as a W8lf of expressing this la..
I£· you imagine
some en'terpri~ starting, like a new busines~ or- an archit·ec."tll:ral practice,,
of' oc.tavea.

you can

see

that it starts with a fundamental

impetms -

the note DO.

The soundillg of" this :tundamen"ta:l DO carries i--t along tbrongh RR and. MI.

But sooner or la-tar the impe-tu.s
0

f~s- awq, and 'tb.e enterpri"·begins

to falter.
Th.is: dropping back, or 'reoess-ion1 as it is called nowadays:,
<l'Oineides with the interval MI - FA, which ia on~ a s:emi.tone, c-omp.a;red
with the major and minor tones- of the first two in~ervals.
~ nothing comes along to reV'ive the prac-tiee, it ma_y :fold up and
disappear, whioh is what so often happens.
In f'aat, many of' our
activities- never get f-orther than the first interval MI - FA.
But if
they get past this interval, which ma,y come a.bout if the original impetus
iS' strong enough, they will continue through i:he notes FA, SOL, LA, SI,
and finally onme to a·halt at the second interval SI - DO.
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Ml
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DO
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Tb.is is a picture of an isolated line o-r eause and effect - if suo:h a

-thing were possible.

In practice, of course-, there· .are s-o maJ\V ot:her-

1.ines, -crossing:- it in all di.reationa 'tha't it gets· very muc:h distorted, and

may even ahallge diree'ti.on eomple'te:J,Jr.
But in C$Main aas-ea, especially·
in csrta.in c-osmic processes, it is essential that the line e-ontinueB'
without- interruption pa-at the intervals.
This would apply:-, for instance,
t-o -the line of growth, or to the evolution of species:. But- how does
na:t-u.r&. d"o it-?
Wha-t she d-oeit i& ver:r si.mple - she so a-on-trives.- things
When -the :first octave would

tha.t several oc$a:ves over1ap one another.

normally aome to a halt-, a second ocrta-ve star-ts: with i ta fundamelttaI DO,
whioh carries- t-.he first oa.tave across the ini.e.rval.

octave in its turn begins t-e :f'a1ter, a ~bird oC!ta.ve comes: in~ and so on.

In this ~ay the c-onttnuity o~t-he process is- ensured;-
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2/3

Man's Facto[Y./Refinery seen in three-store'/ 'Food Table' diagram

Fig.1 is a basic System diagram of Man's three-storey Factory
~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- - or Refinery without full development of
the Food and Air Production Lines which
impressions
fi:=.,;;;~-l
are shown as partially completed
Air
I
refining octaves.
The semitone Mi-Fa & Si-Do intervals
which require additional stimulus or
;__---- - - f 'shocks' for their continuation are shown
as bars. The stimulus/shock of air entry
(for the oxygenation of blood) to enable
the Food Production Line to continue
beyond Mi 192 is shown as as zigzag
line. But the Impressions Production Line
1--E1-- -- .,,-- - - - --11r-----1 usually remains somewhat flat and static
at Do 48 and so life continues 'in a dull
sort of wayr - see last paragraph of 4/2.
The Production Lines are numbered
(:{.::~s,:j
First (Food), Second (Air) and Third
(Impressions).

Im resslons
Air
Food

Fig. 2 - another basic System diagram - shows a further stage
when impressions at Do 48 receive a
stimulus or ' 1st Conscious Shock' which
enables the Third Production Line to
proceed to Mi 12. This stimulus also
enables the Second Production Line to
continue to La 6 (and in 1/6, 1/8-1 O & 9/4
~ ~ nM>:,__....- u---1 to Si 3).
As explained in 1/6-1 /12, the stimulus at
Do 48 can be understood as a Fourth
Production Line (not shown) which is
, connected with an easy and enjoyable
meditation technique.
H 111-- -- . ~- -111--....y--+-;a- -11 Further continuation - through the
semitone interval - would be provided by
a '2nd Conscious Shock' stimulus
associated in 1/7 with 'universal matter'
and later in this Volume with the
Eternal Unchanging.

2./4

.§Y.stem 'Diagram of All Living' or 'Step Diagram'
Each square relates to a particular living entity or class of living
beings , with their 'Hydrogen' numbers shown on the left side of
the square.
Numbers on the top right of a square show the class of IMng beings
for which they are food.
The numbers on the bottom right show the class of living beings
they feed on.
·
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Cosmos of All Living_
3/1-3
The Sun's three-storey 'Food Table' comprehensively
described, without and with the stimulus of 'Conscious Shocks'.

(The typescript for these Papers was provided as a basic text for
the Study Society 1962 Spring and Summer term reading material.
The 'Food Table' diagrams and texts of 3/1 a & 3/2a have been
constructed to assist the typescripts of 3/1-3/3)

3/ l

Mr. Colin Lucas writes as follows:"THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG:FOREWORD~

We are used to thinking of the sun as a fiery ball, and the planets·as separate inorganic entities which revolve around it. Life on earth· appears to us as an isolated event, unrelated to
the solar system as a whole. But if through the Doctrine of Cosmoses, we begin to study the
sun as it really is-not as it appears to us, but as it might acrually appear to itself, difficult as
that may be to conceive-we be.g.fnto find a different picrure emerging. We realize that the
sun exists for a much longer time than we ever supposed; that the planets are in the nature of
a sheath, or a delicate film surrounding the central core; and that the whole body of the solar
system, of which we know but a tiny fragment, possesses some quite unknown shape in the
milky way. Failing to grasp the significance of the sun's total form, but knowing at least that
it is not as we had supposed, we rum to the fact that it is alive. And then we remember that
the principles underlying each cosmos are the same, and that we ourselves, miraculous as it
may seem, are built on the same pattern as the sun is. Applying the same principles to each,
we find by degrees that a quite new conception of the sun begins to appear, and in this conception every-thing has its place.

*
THE COSMOS OF ALL LMNG

1. The sun-the solar system is alive. And being alive, it eats, breathes and receives impres-

sions. The energy it assimilates in this way is converted to different levels within itself, and
used for various purposes In man, these processes are described in the three-storeyed factory,
or food table. But the sun also has its food table, and the principles are the same.
2. The food cycle of the sun has a period of the order of several thousand million years.
During this period, which corresponds on our scale to man's digestive period of twenty-four
hours, physical energy is absorbed into the body of the solar system, probably in the form of
planetary matter, comets, etc., from outer space. This matter, when absorbed and condensed,

3/la

Solar System Factory/Refinery in 1Food Table' Diagram
with one 'Mechanical' stimulus or 'Shock'

-----®-@ID
I

Impressions
Air

Food

I

Not shown in the diagram , but by way of an initial example
of the Refining process , the Food Production Line's first two
refining 'Triads' - see 2/1 a & 2/1 b - are Metals (Oxygen) to Minerals
(Nitrogen) through the active (Carbon) catalyst of Plants - see
3/2 para 3, and then Minerals (Oxygen) to Plants (Nitrogen)
through the active (Carbon) catalyst of Invertebrates - see 3/2
para 4.

3/2.
is what we call 'metals'. It is in fact the ores and other inorganic substances of which planets
consist.
3. 'Metals' form the note DO in the food octave of the sun. The next note RE is 'minerals'.
Now the presence of minerals in the planetary world presupposes the existence of plants.
Plant life is in fact the carbon in the first triad, for it enables minerals to evolve from metals.
Plants 'feed' on metals, and as a result, minerals come into being.
4. And'the third note MI in the foo~octave is 'plants'. The existence of plants in the plan-etary world depends on the presence Jfnvertebrates. Invertebrates, of which the classic exam-ple is the earth-worm, prepare minerals for conversion into plants. Invertebrates 'feed' on
minerals, and as a result, plants come into being. Invertebrates,are in fact the carbon in the
second triad.
5. Now the breath of the sun corresponds to the birth and death of organic life. Its period
is of the order of the ice ages-say thirty to fifty thousand years. And with the continued
breathing of the sun-with the continued passing of the ice ages, living creatures evolve under
the sun's influence-plants, invertebrates; vertebrates ...... .
7. These first three notes of the air octave-plants, invertebrates and vertebrates-are like a
huge generator. within the solar system for the production of vital energy. It is by the com-ing and going°[all living, over periods of thousands of years, that vital energy is released. And
so the whole solar system becomes alive.
8. This quickening that occurs with the entry~fthe air octave also enables the food octave to
continue. And in the continuation of the food octave the words 'plants', 'invertebrates' and
'vertebrates' have a second meaning. They refer, not to vital energy, but to different levels of
physical matter-fine states of matter on the borderline between matter and energy, equiva~lent perhaps to hormones, vitamins and similar substances in our own food table. The m~s
of life that we see~n the earth's surface is in fact, on this enormous scale, a delicately balanced
complex of different substances, each with its own peculiar reaction, its own intelligence.
9. But it is in the entry of impressions at the third note of the air octave that our real inter-est lies. Impressions, for the sun fare concerned with mankind. Man is in fact the source of
energy on which the psychic lifef~e solar system depends-each individual man is so to speak
a 'quantum' of psychic energy, on the scale of the sun.
10. The first note DO of the impressions octave is called 'vertebrates'. And the name 'verte-brates' in this third sense refers to mankind, to humanity. The continuation of the impres-sions octave refers to levels of being-to the development of different levels of being in
humanity-in mankind as a whole on the biggest possible scale.
11. All the higher qualities that man could possess already exist in humanity-in the first
note DO of the impressions octave. But on this level of being they remain unexpressedthey remain so to speak unmanifest. And inthis form.~ey cannot be released and circulatedthey cannot be of use to the sun.

3/2a

Solar System Factory/Refinery in 'Food Table' Diagram
with stimulus of '1 st Conscious Shock'

Impressions
Air
Food

The '1 st Conscious Shock' stimulus enables the Impressions
•· Production Line to proceed to Mi 12 Angels - see 3/2 & 3/3
paras 9-14 ( the Air Production Line also continues at least to
La 6).
Further continuation - through the semitone interval - would
be provided by a '2nd Conscious Shock' stimulus associated
with the Eternal Unchanging to take Angels to Archangels
- see 3/3 para 17.

3/3

12. In order that these higher qualities may be released and circulated there have to be, with-in humanity, conscious men or 'angels' who. already possess a higher level of being and can
show man the way to acquire it. '.Angels' are f fact the carbon in the first triad of the impres...sions octave. They 'feed' on vertebrates, and as a result 'man' evolves.

13. The evolution of 'man' from vertebrates' is the first step in the development of con-sciousness within the solar system. The next step, from 'man to 'angels' presupposes the exis-tence within humanity oft. still higher level of being-of 'archangels'. Archangels are the car-bon in the second triad ~the impressions octave. They 'feed' on 'man'; and as a result, angels
come into being.
14. Now 'Man' in this sense refers to self-conscious man, the word 'angels' refers to those
who have cosmic consciousness. And the step from self-consciousness to cosmic conscious-ness can only take place with the help of higher Knowledge-by means of direct access to
Truth. That is why the intervention of archangels is necessary, for archangels are beings who
know all Truth.
15. And at the third note MI of the impressions octave there is an interval. Now it is at this
level that the highest form of energy enters the solar system. This energy, which we have
called 'creative energy', works through the medium9fcells. When the sun creates, it is through
the individual cell, the germ cell, that this creation becomes manifest in the world of all liv-mg.
16. Now the creative energy of the sun creates physical forms-it works through the medi0
-um of cellS produce variety of species; and the creative energy of the sun creates life-it
works through the medium of cells to conceive and to reproduce; but its third function is in
relation to consciousness-to the higher qualities that man possesses; ·his creative powers1 his
desire for knowledge, the beauty that he seeks, the mercy, the love that is in him-all these
must be fixed so deep and so strong in mankind that. they cannot disappear through the
countless generations that pass between one moment~fthe sun's consciousness and the next.
And it is only the creative energy of the sun, working through the medium of cells that can
achieve this. The creative energy of the sun is like a great breath, which quickens the inner
·c ofh
.
l Ire/
· uman1ty.
17. And the final step in the development of consciousness within the solar system is the evo-lution of archangels. In order that angels may evolve into archangels the intervention of a still
higher principle, the 'eternal unchanging' is necessary. The eternal unchanging 'feeds' upon
angels, and so archangels come into being. Archangels are a permanent conscious principle
within the solar system-a principle which cannot be lost or destroyed.
18. So man is a cosmic phenomenon. And the fulfilment of his inner life, his consciousness,
is an essential step in the evolution of the sun. If he could unite himself with the cosmos of
AIILiving, all his possibilities would be fulfilled."

*

